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PICTURE BOOKS - FICTION
BEST FRIEND IN THE WHOLE WORLD
Sandra Salsbury
A lonely rabbit, a quiet pine cone, and their perfect bond are tested in this charming picture book about friendship,
compassion, and loss. From debut author-illustrator Sandra Salsbury.
Roland lives a quiet life filled with books, music, and tea parties for one, but sometimes he feel rather lonely. When
Roland finds the perfect companion (Good listener! Enjoys music! Also alone!) he is overjoyed. It’s okay that Milton is
just a pinecone; they have so much in common. But clues start popping up in the woods, suggesting someone else
might be missing their best pinecone friend. Roland must decide if it's worth hurting someone else to keep Milton in
his life.
HC| 9¾ x 9¾| 40 pages| Ages 4-8| Grades PK-3| 03/01/21
UK/Aus, Translation, Audio: Peachtree Publishers| Dramatic: Writer's House
Previous rights sold: Chinese (simplified characters)

BOO STEW
Donna Washington / Jeffery Ebbeler
A delightfully spooky and fractured fairy tale features a diverse and imaginative twist on a familiar tale.
Curly is a goodhearted girl, but she’s an awful cook—and all the townspeople know to steer clear of her culinary
concoctions. So when one of her dishes goes missing from her windowsill, Curly’s a bit bewildered. Surely, it wasn’t
her neighbors? Word spreads like a kerosene fire how the Scares have been terrorizing the town at mealtime, shrieking
“Gitchey Boo, Gitchey Bon! Gitchey Goo, Gitchey Gone!” and sending folk running from their dinner plates. But Curly
Locks has an inkling maybe she can help.
HC| 10 x 10| 32 pages| Ages 4-8| Grades K-3| 09/01/21
UK/Aus, Translation, Audio, Dramatic: Peachtree Publishers
All rights available

THE KING OF LITTLE THINGS
Bil Lepp / David T. Wenzel
Only the King of Little Things stands between King Normous and his goal of conquering the world. And little
things can wield great power.
In a world of vast kingdoms lives a king who is happy and content to reign over all things small. Not so King
Normous. He wants to be Ruler of All the World. After having erased every empire and raided every realm, Normous
is enraged to learn that the King of Little Things still rules over his tiny kingdom. He sends his army to defeat this
upstart, but he finds he cannot outfight or outwit a king who holds sway over the small things of the world. After all, it
is the small things that keep the big things going.Bil Lepp’s imaginative tale of the beauty and importance of all things
small is perfectly paired with illustrator David T. Wenzel’s bright watercolor paintings.
PB| 10⅜ x 9⅜| 32 pages| Ages: 4-8| Grades PK-3| 03/01/22
UK/Aus, Translation, Audio, Dramatic: Peachtree Publishers
Previous rights sold: Catalan; Chinese (simplified character); Korean; Spanish

LALI'S FEATHER
Farhana Zia / Stephanie Fizer Coleman
Set in an Indian village, this amusing story of identification and value shows the rewards in looking closely and
thinking imaginatively.
Lali finds a feather in the field. Is little feather lost? Lali sets out to find feather a home. But one bird after another
rejects the little feather--it is too small for Rooster, too slow for Crow, and too plain for Crow. Once Lali decides to
keep the little feather and play with it, the other birds begin to recognize its value.
PB| 8 x 10| 32 pages| Ages 4-8| Grades K-3| 04/01/22
UK/Aus, Translation, Audio, Dramatic: Peachtree Publishers
All rights available
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LANA LYNN AND THE NEW WATCHDOG
Rebecca Van Slyke / Anca Sandu
Fearless sheep Lana Lynn is all set to train her flock's new watchdog, but will a case of mistaken identity derail her
efforts and put the sheep in jeopardy?
The sheep pasture is in an uproar when they find out a new watchdog is coming to protect the flock, so the intrepid
Lana Lynn decides to take training matters into her own hooves. And when a fierce-looking canine emerges from the
woods, Lana Lynn jumps right into her efforts. The new "watchdog" doesn't quite catch on to herding or staying up all
night guarding the sheep, but Lana Lynn isn't deterred. As she continues showing this new "watchdog" the ropes, she
gets a creeping suspicion that something isn't right. And her fellow sheep could be in jeopardy!
HC| 8 x 10| 32 pages| Ages 4-8| Grades K-3| 10/01/21
UK/Aus, Translation, Audio, Dramatic: Peachtree Publishers
Previous rights sold: Chinese (simplified characters); Greek

LEMUEL THE FOOL
Myron Uhlberg / Sonja Lamut
A silly and delightful tale of an imaginative dreamer and his adventure.
Lemuel is a fisherman and a fool. When he sets out on a journey across the sea, he makes sure to tie a red scarf on the
bow and a rope to the stern; with the scarf waving before him and the rope trailing behind, he’ll always know he’s
going the right direction. Disoriented after a storm, Lemuel lands near a strange new village―except that it’s strangely
familiar, down to the woman who looks exactly like his own dear wife and even calls him by name. Later that night, a
very confused Lemuel sets sail for home and away from the madness. With the red scarf before him and the rope
trailing behind, he’s confident he’ll arrive at home again―and be safely back among the familiar.
PB| 9½ x 10¾| Ages 4-8| Grades K-3| 08/01/21
UK/Aus, Translation, Audio, Dramatic: Peachtree Publishers
All rights available

MADELINE FINN AND THE SHELTER DOG
Lisa Papp
In this heartwarming companion to the award-winning favorite Madeline Finn and the Library Dog, Madeline
Finn finds a new way to help more dogs and read more stories.
Ever since Madeline Finn met Mrs. Dimple's Bonnie, the library dog, she has asked her mother for a puppy of her own
every single day. Finally, Mom says yes, and Madeline Finn chooses Star, one of the puppies born to Bonnie. Then
Mrs. Dimple tells Madeline Finn about animal shelters―a place many other pets come from. After a visit to their local
shelter, Madeline Finn has some questions. Does anyone play with the shelter dogs, or snuggle with them, or read to
them? Questions lead to answers, and ideas, and soon Madeline Finn and her human and animal community discover
there are lots of ways for small people to make a big difference.
PB| 9½ x 11| 32 pages| Ages: 4-8| Grades: PreK-3| 11/08/22
UK/Aus, Translation, Audio, Dramatic: Peachtree Publishers
Previous rights sold: Catalan; Chinese (simplified characters); Dutch; Estonian; French; French (Canada); German; Hebrew; Italian;
Japanese; Portuguese (Brazil); Romanian; Russian; Slovak; Slovenian; Spanish; Turkish

MY DADIMA WEARS A SARI
Kashmira Sheth / Yoshiko Jaeggi
An Indian grandmother and her American granddaughter explore culture, imagination, and individuality through
a sari in this #OwnVoices story.
Every day, Rupa's grandmother wears a beautiful Indian sari. Some are made of cotton and others of fine silk. Each is
brightly colored and very pretty. "Don't you ever want to wear a green dress like me?" Rupa asks. But Dadima prefers
to wear her traditional saris. Dadima shares all the wonderful things that saris can do — from becoming an umbrella
in a rainstorm to providing a deep pouch to carry seashells. Soon Rupa's own imagination is sparked as she envisions
saris protecting her in the scary Gir Jungle, bandaging up an injured knee, and holding a special secret for her and
Dadima to share.
PB| 10⅝ x 9⅞| 32 pages| Ages 4-8| Grades: PK-3| 05/10/22
UK/Aus, Translation, Audio, Dramatic: Peachtree Publishers
All rights available
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SONA AND THE WEDDING GAME
Kashmira Sheth / Yoshiko Jaeggi
Experience the magic of an Indian wedding in this #OwnVoices story about a girl playing a fun, traditional game
on her sister's wedding day.
Sona's big sister Nisha is getting married and Sona has been given an important job. She has to steal the groom's shoes.
Her grandmother tells her that this tradition is intended to help the bride's and groom's families get to know each
other. If Sona is successful, Anil-ji will have to bargain with her to get his shoes back and she can ask for a special
reward. Sona has never attended a wedding before, so she's unfamiliar with this Indian tradition-as well as many of
the other magical experiences that will occur before and during the special event. Fortunately her know-it-all cousin
Vishal, who has arrived from India, is available to help Sona come up with a plan.
PB| 10⅝ x 9⅞| 32 pages| Ages 4-8| Grade: PK-3| 05/10/22
UK/Aus, Translation, Audio, Dramatic: Peachtree Publishers
All rights available

THE THINGITY-JIG
Kathleen Doherty / Kristyna Litten
A bear's curious discovery leads to crafty inventions in this storytime romp filled with whimsical wordplay and
themes of friendship, imagination, and STEAM.
An inquisitive bear ventures into the city and finds a “Thingity-Jig.” It’s a springy thing—a bouncy thing—a sit-on-it,
jump-on-it thing. It’s a bit too cumbersome to bring back to the woods, however, so Bear runs home to tell his friends.
But none of his friends are willing to help, so Bear invents a “Rolly-Rumpity” to wheel home the “Thingity-Jig.”
Through trial and error, and lots of dismissal from sleepy friends—Bear finally gets it home to the woods, where he
graciously shares his discovery.
HC| 9 x 12| 32 pages; Ages 4-8| Grades K-3| 04/01/21
UK/Aus, Translation, Audio, Dramatic: Peachtree Publishers
Previous rights sold: Catalan; Chinese (simplified characters); Dutch; French; German; Spanish

A UNICORN ON A UNICYCLE
Lynda Graham-Barber / Jordan Wray
A unicorn, animals driving cars, and fireworks! Counting numbers is a ton of razzle-dazzle fun for everyone!
Follow along with a cool cast of critters as they parade down a road, led by unicorn a unicycle. Let's count all the
wheels on their scooters, bikes, and cars as they go by! 1, 2, 3… How many wheels can you see at the Zoom-ZoomWhee Jamboree? Math lovers will enjoy searching each spread for wheels to count as they're introduced to a variety of
vehicles alongside their 1 through 10 numbers. Each time a new animal joins the unicorn's parade, critical thinkers can
be encouraged to keep cumulative track of the total number of wheels.
BONUS CONTENT: Grow with numbers 1 through 100 on the endpapers!
HC| 10⅜ x 9⅜| 32 pages| Ages 2-5| Grades PK-1| 06/07/22
UK/Aus, Translation, Audio, Dramatic: Peachtree Publishers
All rights available

WOMBAT SAID COME IN
Carmen Agra Deedy / Brian Lies
A kindhearted wombat welcomes a parade of animal friends into his burrow during the Australian bushfire season
in a delightful new picture book from New York Times bestsellers Carmen Agra Deedy and Brian Lies.

Not final

Australian bushfires are raging above Wombat's burrow, and as he snuggles under his crazy quilt and drinks his tea,
his frightened friend Wallaby shows up at his door. "Oh Wombat! I c-c-can't reach my home! M-m-may I stay with you
awhile?" Wombat paused only for a tick of the clock. Then, one by one, five uniquely Australian animals – a Wallaby,
a Kookaburra, a Platypus, a Koala, and a Sugar Glider – seek refuge from the fires in Wombat's burrow, and he
welcomes them all. When you have the heart of a wombat, there's always room for one more!
HC| 11⅝ x 10| 32 pages| Ages: 4-8| Grades: PreK-3| 09/06/22
UK/Aus, Translation, Audio, Dramatic: Peachtree Publishers
All rights available
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PICTURE BOOKS – SERIES
Launched in Fall 2021, Where in the Garden is a four-book series following a group of
friends as they explore their individual warm- and cool-weather gardens
Each child hunts for the perfect produce to complete a festive celebration and compares and contrasts what
they know against a variety of fruits and vegetables found along the way. At the end of each book, the
children gather for a meal, and a recipe is included at the end.
Forthcoming Books: Miguel's Community Garden (Spring 2022); Logan's Greenhouse (Fall 2022); Linh's Rooftop
Garden (Spring 2023)
UK/Aus, Translation, Audio, Dramatic: Peachtree Publishers
All rights available

Where in the Garden 01: AMARA'S FARM
JaNay Brown-Wood / Samara Hardy
Come take a walk through Amara's farm. Can you help her find her pumpkins in time for her potluck?
Amara has searched and searched, but she's grown so many plants on her farm that she needs our help to identify
them. What do we know about pumpkins? They’re large, round, and orange—and, wait a minute, is that a pumpkin?
No, that’s an apple. Where, oh, where could those pumpkins be? This simple and colorful presentation of cool-weather
fruits and vegetables is sure to harvest plenty of interest from little nature lovers as they compare, contrast, and hunt
for visual clues.
HC| 10⅜ x 9⅜| 32 pages| Ages 3-7| Grades PK-2| 09/01/21

Where in the Garden 02: MIGUEL'S COMMUNITY GARDEN
JaNay Brown-Wood / Samara Hardy
This simple and colorful presentation of warm-weather fruits and vegetables is sure to harvest plenty of interest
from little nature lovers as they compare, contrast, and hunt for visual clues.
Miguel is throwing a party at his community garden for all of his friends, and his treats won't be the same without his
sunflowers. He's searched and searched, but the community garden has lots of plants and Miguel needs our help to
identify them. What do we know about sunflowers? They're tall with petals and leaves—and, hold on, is that a
sunflower? No, that's an artichoke. Where, oh, where could those sunflowers be? Can you help Miguel find them in
time for his
HC| 10⅜ x 9⅜| 32 pages| Ages 4-8| Grades K-3| 03/01/22

Where in the Garden 03: LOGAN'S GREENHOUSE
JaNay Brown-Wood / Samara Hardy
Logan searches for carrots in his greenhouse in this vibrant exploration of gardening and healthy eating, from the
Where in the Garden? series.
The third title in JaNay Brown-Wood and Samara Hardy's Where in the Garden? series stars Logan, a young boy who
uses a wheelchair and accessible tools while gardening in his greenhouse. Playful text guides young readers to hunt
for visual clues and compare and contrast the unique characteristics of carrots against sweet potatoes, leeks, turnips,
and other produce that grows in Logan’s greenhouse.
HC| 10⅜ x 9⅜| 32 pages| Ages 3-7| Grades: PreK-2| 10/04/22
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PICTURE BOOKS – NON-FICTION
AWAY WITH WORDS
Lori Mortensen / Kristy Caldwell
This dashing picture book biography takes us around the world with a daring nineteenth-century female explorer
and author.
Isabella Bird was like a wild vine stuck in a too-small pot. She needed more room. She had to get out. She had to
explore. That was easier said than done in nineteenth-century England. But somehow Isabella persisted, and with each
journey, she breathed in new ways to see and describe everything around her. First, she was off to the English
countryside. Then, to America and Canada. And eventually, around the world, to Africa, Asia, Australia, and more.
Always more—more places, more questions, more words—and all those experiences became books. And finally,
Isabella returned home to England, where she became the first female member of the Royal Geographic Society and
was presented to the Queen.But to wild-vine Isabella, the world was home.
PB| 10⅞ x 9| 36 pages| Ages: 6-10| Grade: 1-5| 02/01/22
UK/Aus, Translation, Audio, Dramatic: Peachtree Publishers
All rights available

PICTURE BOOKS – SCIENCE & NATURE
LIFE IN A FROZEN WORLD
Mary Batten / Thomas Gonzalez
Award-winning nature writer Mary Batten uncovers the climate change mysteries of our planet’s coldest, most
extreme environment — Antarctica.
Did you know that Antarctica could be the key to long-standing questions about the Earth and climate change?
Though it seems very far away from us at the bottom of the world, this frozen continent affects weather, ocean
currents, and sea levels all over the Earth. Its wildlife survives — and even thrives — on ice. And in the long run, so
do we.
From award-winning, experienced nature writer Mary Batten comes a remarkable nonfiction picture book that
plumbs the mysteries of one of the most hostile environments on the planet. With clear, engaging language, Batten
explores fascinating questions that scientists the world over have been researching. In the intensely cold, windy, and
dry environment of Antarctica, how does a wide variety of wildlife survive? How do some species of Antarctic fishes
make a natural antifreeze that prevents their blood from freezing solid? How does a forest of giant seaweed flourish
under the sea when no other trees grow on the continent? Antarctica's creatures are exquisitely adapted to their
extreme habitat, but can they survive warmer waters and atmosphere?
PB| 10⅞ x 9½| 40 pages| Ages: 6-9| Grades: 1-4| 12/20/22
UK/Aus, Translation, Audio, Dramatic: Peachtree Publishers
Previous rights sold: Chinese (simplified characters);

LIFE IN HOT WATER
Mary Batten / Thomas Gonzalez
A dramatic overview of the deep-sea extremophiles that thrive in boiling water and permanent darkness at the
bottom of the ocean.

Not final

The boiling-hot water gushing from vents at the bottom of the ocean is one of the most extreme environments on
Earth. Yet over millions of years, many organisms — from chemical-eating bacteria to eyeless crabs and iron-shelled
snails — have evolved in amazing ways that enable them to thrive in this unlikely habitat. Scientists are hard at work
to learn more about the complex ecosystems of the ocean depths.
Award-winning science writer Mary Batten and NYT best-selling illustrator Thomas Gonzalez, the masterful duo that
created Life in a Frozen World, team up again in this impressive overview of hydrothermal ocean vents. Her clear,
informative text coupled with his unique and eerily realistic paintings of sights never seen on land — gushing "black
smokers," ghostly blind shrimp, red-plumed tube worms — will entice readers to learn more about this once-hidden
world at the bottom of the sea.
HC| 10⅞ x 9½| 40 pages| Ages 6-9| Grades 1-4| 05/03/22
UK/Aus, Translation, Audio, Dramatic: Peachtree Publishers
All rights available
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MEGA-PREDATORS OF THE PAST
Melissa Stewart / Howard Gray
Enormous and fierce, these little-known predators from prehistoric times rival the mightiest of the dinosaurs!
Kids who are obsessed with animals, savage ones in particular, are going to love reading about these impressive
ancient giants. Mega-Predators of the Past is an entertaining and informative look at some of the prehistoric creatures
who have—until now—not had their day in the spotlight. Instead of featuring the usual suspects like T. rex, this book
will introduce young readers to some of the lesser-known but equally oversized and ferocious predators from the
distant past, such as the griffenfly, the giant ripper lizard, and the terror bird.
HC| 11⅝ x 10| 36 pages| Ages 6-9| Grades: 1-4| 11/01/22
UK/Aus, Translation, Audio, Dramatic: Peachtree Publishers
All rights available

SERENGETI
Leslie Bulion / Becca Stadtlander
A poetic introduction to one of the most complex and least disturbed ecosystems on Earth

Not final

A series of interconnected verses, adapted from a traditional Swahili poetry form, that follows the great migration of
wildebeest, zebras, and others into—and then out of—the Serengeti short grass plain, mimicking the web of life in the
Serengeti. The illustrations show the grandeur of this vast and largely undisturbed ecosystem and provide close-up
details of the creatures that inhabit it. Scientific notes on each spread and comprehensive back matter material offer
more specifics about this complex world.
THIS PORTRAIT OF ONE YEAR ON THE SERENGETI PLAIN is an exciting way to look at an ecosystem in action.
This book’s fully illustrated spreads, poetic language, and science notes communicate the magnificence and sensibility
of the Serengeti.
HC| 10⅞ x 9½| 48 pages| Ages 8-12| Grades 3-6| 04/01/22
UK/Aus, Translation, Audio, Dramatic: Peachtree Publishers
All rights available

SPECTACULAR SPOTS
Susan Stockdale
You'll be amazed to discover all the different reasons why animals have spots!
What kinds of animals have spots and why do they have them? With engaging rhymes and bright, bold images,
award-winning author-illustrator Susan Stockdale introduces readers to a range of spotted animals, familiar and
exotic, and some of the benefits of their patterns. In addition to providing beauty and inspiration, spots can help a
creature masquerade as a different, more threatening species, provide camouflage for hunting or hiding, or scare off
predators. From the ladybug to the blue poison dart frog, the green anaconda to the white-tailed deer fawn, these
spectacularly spotted creatures will delight and fascinate budding naturalists.
PB| 10⅜ x 9⅜| 32 pages| Ages 3-7| Grade: PreK-2| 06/21/22
UK/Aus, Translation, Audio, Dramatic: Peachtree Publishers
All rights available

STRIPES OF ALL TYPES
Susan Stockdale
A patterned parade of animals comes to life!
What kinds of animals have stripes and why do they have them? With engaging rhymes and bright, bold images,
award-winning author-illustrator Susan Stockdale introduces readers to a range of striped animals, familiar and exotic,
and some of the benefits of their patterns. In addition to providing beauty and inspiration, stripes can help a creature
communicate with and recognize fellow members of its species, provide camouflage for hunting or hiding, or confuse
or scare off predators. From the tiger to the Malaysia tapir, the ring-tailed lemur to the zebra, these stunning striped
creatures will delight and fascinate budding naturalists.
PB| 10⅜ x 9⅜| 32 pages| Ages 3-7| Grade: PreK-2| 06/21/22
UK/Aus, Translation, Audio, Dramatic: Peachtree Publishers
Previous rights sold: French
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Award-winning series introduces children to specific habitats and their living and nonliving
components, including plant and animal life, using examples from around the world.
Each book in the series provides information about the nature and characteristics of the habitat while the
full-page illustrations expand on that information. The award-winning series features
easy-to-read text by Cathryn Sill paired with realistic, full-color paintings by noted wildlife illustrator John
Sill. Series has sold over 100,000 copies to date. Titles include deserts, forests, grasslands, mountains,
oceans, polar regions, rivers and streams, seashores, tundras and wetlands.
UK/Aus, Translation, Audio, Dramatic: Peachtree
Rights sold in series: Chinese (simplified characters); Korean

ABOUT HABITATS: RIVERS AND STREAMS
Cathryn Sill / John Sill
An educator favorite for first conversations about waterways and conservation. From the creators of the awardwinning About Habitats and About… series.
Author and illustrator team Cathryn and John Sill offer an accessible introduction to rivers and streams, their major
attributes, the animals and plants that live there, and their remarkable global diversity. This colorful volume uses
examples from the rushing springs of the Appalachians to the slow-moving Murray River in the flatlands of
Australia to help preschoolers and early elementary learners understand the importance of the world's waterways.
An afterword provides additional details for more advanced readers. Noted wildlife illustrator John Sill provides
full-color photo-realistic art to show the characteristics of the world's different rivers and streams--from the
mountain streams of the Alps to the mighty Amazon River in South America.
PB| 10 x 8½| 48 pages| Ages 3-7| Grades: PK - 2| 07/26/22

MIDDLE GRADE – FICTION
BIG RIG
Louise Hawes
Hitch a ride with 11-year-old Hazmat and her dad in their 18-wheeler, Leonardo, for a feel-good road trip across
America that keeps on trucking!
Life on the road with Daddy is as good as it gets for Hazmat. Together, they've been taking jobs and crisscrossing the
US for years. Now Daddy's talking about putting down roots—somewhere Hazmat can go to a real school and make
friends. Somewhere Daddy doesn't have to mail-order textbooks about "nature's promise to all women." Somewhere
Mom's ashes can rest on a mantle and not on a dashboard.
While everything just keeps changing, sometimes in ways she can't control, Hazmat isn't ready to give up the freedom
of long-distance hauling. Sure the road is filled with surprises, from plane crashes and robo trucks to runaway
hitchhikers and abandoned babies, but that all makes for great stories! So Hazmat hatches a plan to make sure Daddy's
dream never becomes a reality. Because there's only one place Hazmat belongs: in the navigator's seat, right next to
Daddy, with the whole country flying by and each day different from the last.
HC| 6 x 8| 288 pages| Ages: 8-12| Grade: 3-6| 08/09/22
UK/Aus, Translation, Audio: Peachtree Publishers | Dramatic: Curtis Brown Literary Agency
All rights available
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BRAVO ZULU, SAMANTHA!
Kathleen Benner Duble
Independent-minded Sam does not like the fact that she has to spend a month of her summer vacation at her
grandparents' place.
Twelve-year-old Sam adores her grandmother, but Grandma will be at work most of the time during Sam's visit,
leaving Sam with the Colonel, her prickly grandfather. Sam's relationship with him is shaky at best, and now that the
Colonel has had to retire from his career as a military pilot, he is harder than ever to get along with.
Sam reluctantly settles in for the summer, entertaining herself with her nonstop collection of off-beat trivia and her
obsession with the Guinness Book of World Records, with an on again/off again friendship with a boy from her
school, and with keeping an eye on her grandfather's eccentric habits. Sam soon finds that her grandfather's behavior
is even stranger than she expected. He disappears for long stretches of time and won't let Sam go into the old barn. She
is eager to solve the mystery, but when she discovers that the Colonel is building an airplane against his wife's orders,
she makes a deal with him. If he lets her help him finish the plane, she'll keep his secret.
Not final
PB| 6 x 8| 144 pages| Ages: 8-12| Grade: 3-6| 06/14/22
UK/Aus, Translation, Audio, Dramatic: Peachtree Publishers
All rights available

FLIPPING FORWARD TWISTING BACKWARD
Alma Fullerton
A high-energy novel in verse starring a fifth grader who is almost as devoted to competitive gymnastics as she is to
hiding her poor reading skills. What happens when Claire's secret starts unraveling?
Claire is by far the best gymnast on her team, and she's well on her way to qualifying for the state championships. The
gym is where Claire shines. But at school, she's known as a troublemaker. She seems to spend more time in the office
than in class — which is fine with her since it enables her to hide the fact that she can't read. She has never been able to
make sense of the wobbling jumble of letters on a page. No one except her BFF knows.
But when a sympathetic principal wonders if Claire is acting out because she's dyslexic, her mother balks. She's afraid
Claire will be labeled "stupid" and refuses testing. Claire has always assumed she's dumb; she never imagined her
reading problem could have a solution. Is she strong enough to take on both her reading challenges and her mother's
denial? Is it worth jeopardizing her spot in qualifiers?
HC| 6 x 8| 144 pages| Ages: 8-12| Grades: 3-6| 07/12/22
UK/Aus, Translation, Audio, Dramatic: Peachtree Publishers
All rights available

HOMER ON THE CASE
Henry Cole
Can a homing pigeon who can read and a parrot who can speak convince their humans to investigate an animal
crime spree?
Homing pigeon Homer and his parrot friend Lulu learn that something foul is going on when they witness fourlegged criminals stealing valuables from the animal and human communities alike. Lulu and Homer track down the
bandits, but need human help to stop them for good. Can they lead their human keepers to the culprits' hideout and
stop the thieves?
PB| 6 x 8| 144 pages| Ages 8-12| Grades 3-6| 04/01/22
UK/Aus, Translation, Audio, Dramatic: Peachtree Publishers
All rights available
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THE IMPOSSIBLE DESTINY OF CUTIE GRACKLE
Shawn K. Stout
Do you believe in impossible things? Cutie Grackle does. She has to. Otherwise, she'll never be more than a lonely
10 year old in a cursed family.
Cutie Grackle is used to being different — she lives alone on a mountain with her feeble-minded uncle, and when she's
not sucking pebbles to trick her stomach into feeling full, she's chatting with a weathered garden gnome for company.
But having a flock of ravens follow you is more than just different. Cutie worries the birds are connected to the curse
Uncle Horace tends to mutter about. And she's right.
The ravens present her with a fortune from a cookie, and when she touches it she's pulled into a vision from her
family's past. It involves the curse and her long-lost mother. The birds offer up a series of objects, each imbued with
memories that eventually reveal Cutie must do what her mother could not: break the curse.
Part outdoor survival adventure, part fantastical quest, Shawn K. Stout's The Impossible Destiny of Cutie Grackle is a
journey of hope, heart, and a willingness to believe in the impossible.
HC| 6 x 8| 384 pages| Ages: 8-12| Grades: 3-7| 05/10/22
UK/Aus, Translation, Audio, Dramatic: Peachtree Publishers
All rights available

NOW YOU SAY YES
Bill Harley
Two recently orphaned siblings embark on an unforgettable cross-country road trip in search of their place in the
world.
When her mother dies, fifteen-year-old Mari is now the only one who can care for her super-smart and exasperating,
on-the-spectrum younger brother Conor. Desperate to avoid being split up or put back into the "System," Mari decides
to set out in the old family Honda sedan to find their estranged grandmother, the only person in the world who might
take them in.
Seizing upon Conor's obsession with the upcoming total eclipse of the sun, Mari convinces him to come along on a
cross-country trajectory that will include a stop to view this spectacular event. As the two orphaned siblings journey
from the snarls of LA traffic through the backroads of the Midwest and on toward their final destination in New
England, Mari learns a lot about herself, about the world around them...and about their place in it.
PB| 6 x 8| 384 pages| Ages 10-14| Grades 5-9| 08/02/22
UK/Aus, Translation, Audio, Dramatic: Peachtree Publishers
All rights available

THE TROUBLE WITH ROBOTS
Michelle Mohrweis
Evelyn strives for excellence. Allie couldn't care less. Together, these polar opposites must work together if they
have any hope of saving their school's robotics program.
Eighth-graders Evelyn and Allie are in trouble. Evelyn's constant need for perfection has blown some fuses among her
robotics teammates, and she's worried nobody's taking the upcoming competition seriously. Allie is new to school, and
she's had a history of short-circuiting on teachers and other kids. So when Allie is assigned to the robotics team as a
last resort, all Evelyn can see is just another wrench in the works! But as Allie confronts a past stricken with grief and
learns to open up, the gears click into place as she discovers that Evelyn's teammates have a lot to offer—if only Evelyn
allowed them to participate in a role that plays to their strengths. Can Evelyn learn to let go and listen to what Allie
has to say? Or will their spot in the competition go up in smoke along with their school's robotics program and Allie's
only chance at redemption?
HC| 6 x 8½| 384 pages| Ages: 8-12| Grades: 3-7| 09/06/22
UK/Aus, Translation, Audio, Dramatic: Peachtree Publishers
All rights available
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MIDDLE GRADE – FICTION SERIES
King, a golden retriever, and Kayla, King's human, combine their talents to solve the little mysteries of
daily life in this fun and funny, easy-to-read, illustrated mystery series.
With simple, straightforward language and great verbal and visual humor, the King & Kayla series from
Geisel Honor Award-winning team Dori Hillestad Butler and Nancy Meyers is perfect for newly
independent readers.
Praise for the King & Kayla series
❖ Honor Book, Theodor Seuss Geisel Award for King & Kayla and the Case of the Missing Dog Treats
❖ Honor Book, Theodor Seuss Geisel Award for King & Kayla and the Case of the Lost Tooth
UK/Aus, Translation, Audio: Peachtree Publishers | Dramatic: Text: Erin Murphy Literary Agency; Art: Peachtree
Rights sold in series: Estonian; Slovenian; Swedish

K&K 08: KING & KAYLA AND THE CASE OF THE LOST LIBRARY BOOK
Dori Hillestad Butler / Nancy Meyers
A loveable dog helps his human girl solve mysteries in this easy-to-read novel told from the dog's point of view.
Kayla needs to return her library books so that she can check out new ones. But she can’t find one of them. Where
could it be? Good thing King and Jillian are there to help solve the crime.
HC & PB| 6 x 9| 48 pages| Ages 7-9| Grades 2-4| 02/01/22

Baseball, basketball, American football and soccer stories for sports fans and reluctant readers.
Washington Post columnist Fred Bowen has written over 20 books on sports, which have sold over 500,000
copies to date.
UK/Aus, Translation, Audio, Dramatic: Peachtree
All rights available

SOCCER TROPHY MYSTERY
Fred Bowen
While soccer-playing twins Aiden and Ava lead their teams to a championship season, they try to solve the mystery
of their small town’s infamous missing soccer trophy.
Thirteen-year-old twins Aiden and Ava and their good friend Daniel, all avid soccer players, learn that long ago the
county league soccer trophy mysteriously disappeared from the town library and was never recovered. Between
games and practices for the town’s soccer championships, the three friends try to solve the case…even though the theft
occurred forty years ago. Will these amateur detectives be able to unravel the mystery and find someone who had both
motive and opportunity to commit the crime? Will their teams make it all the way to the championships?
HC & PB | 5¼ x 7½ | 144 pages | Ages 7-12 | 10/01/21
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A new series featuring a charming, distractible Indian-American girl and her family and friends.
Slightly scatter-brained Nina uses lists, definitions, and real-life math problems to navigate her life in this
new STEAM series about exploration in school and home settings.
UK/Aus, Translation, Audio: Peachtree; Dramatic: O'Connor Literary Agency
All rights available

NINA SONI, HALLOWEEN QUEEN
Kashmira Sheth / Jenn Kocsmiersky
Lovable, distractable Nina Soni and her friends and family return in another entertaining tale of big plans gone
awry and amusing solutions with unexpected consequences.
Halloween brings out Nina Soni's competitive spirit. Jay has a great costume planned, so she has to come up with an
even better idea. A bunch of old boxes in the basement inspires her to create an impressively scary haunted house, for
which she can charge admission. What could possibly go wrong for the Halloween Queen?
HC & PB| 5½ x 7½| 168 pages| Ages 7-10| Grades 2-4| 09/01/21

MIDDLE GRADE – NON-FICTION
COUNTDOWN
2979 Days to the Moon
Suzanne Slade / Thomas Gonzalez
Powerful verse and stunning illustrations tell the true story of the American effort to land the first man on the
Moon.
In 1961, President John F. Kennedy announced that the United States would try to land a man on the Moon within ten
years. During the two thousand, nine hundred and seventy-nine days that followed his speech, eighteen astronauts
climbed into spaceships; three of them died before even leaving the ground. Eight rockets soared into space. And four
hundred thousand people—engineers, technicians, mathematicians, scientists, and machinists—joined Project Apollo
in hopes of making the dream a reality.
PB| 10 x 11| 144 pages| Ages 10 +| Grades: 5+| 05/10/22
UK/Aus, Translation, Audio, Dramatic: Peachtree Publishers
Previous rights sold: Spanish

SAVE THE CRASH-TEST DUMMIES
Jennifer Swanson / TeMika Grooms
This entertaining book navigates readers through the history of car production and offers a front‐seat view of the
science and engineering that makes the world’s most important vehicle safe for us to drive
Cars take us to work. To school. To soccer practice. To the grocery store and home again. Can you imagine a world
without them? It’s not easy! One of the reasons we can use cars so much in our everyday lives is because they are safe
to drive. But that hasn’t always been the case. If it weren’t for the experiments conducted over decades that involved
all kinds of crash test volunteers—dead, alive, animal, or automated—cars as we know them might not be around.
And then how would you get to school? Save the Crash Test Dummies navigates readers through the history of car
production and offers a front‐seat view of the science and engineering that makes the world’s most important vehicle
safe for us to drive
PB| 8 x 10| 104 pages| Ages 8-12| Grades 3-6| 09/01/21
UK/Aus, Translation, Audio, Dramatic: Peachtree Publishers
All rights available
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YA
ACES WILD
Amand DeWitt
If Kaz Brekker were a modern asexual teen, you'd have Jack Shannon—the son of a disgraced casino owner,
leading his online ace support group friends on a Las Vegas heist.
Some people join chess club, some people play football. Jack Shannon runs a secret blackjack ring in his private
school's basement. What else is the son of a Las Vegas casino mogul supposed to do? Everything starts falling apart
when Jack's mom is arrested for their family's ties to organized crime. His sister Beth thinks this is the Shannon
family's chance to finally go straight, but Jack knows that something's not right. His mom was sold out, and he knows
by who. Peter Carlevaro: rival casino owner, mobster, and jilted lover. Gross.
Jack hatches a plan to break into Carlevaro's inner sanctum and find what he's holding over his mom's head, but Jack's
going to need help. He recruits his closest friends, his online asexual support group, to form his team. All he needs to
do is infiltrate a secret high stakes gambling club, save his mom, and dodge any dark secrets about his family he'd
rather not know, while hopelessly navigating what it means to be in love while asexual. Easy, right?
HC| 5¼ x 8| 352 pages| Ages: 14+| Grades: 9+| 09/06/22
UK/Aus, Translation, Audio” Peachtree Publishers | Dramatic: Harvey Klinger, Inc.
All rights available

THE ART OF INSANITY
Christine Webb
High schooler Natalie Cordova has just been diagnosed with Bipolar disorder. Her mom insists she keep it secret.
Putting up a front and hiding her mental illness from her classmates is going to be the hardest thing Natalie's ever
done. It's her senior year, and she's just been selected to present her artwork at a prestigious show. With the stress of
performing building, it doesn't help when Natalie notices a boy who makes her heart leap. And then there's fellow
student Ella, who confronts Natalie about her summer car "accident" and pressures her into caring for the world's
ugliest dog. Now Natalie finds herself juggling all kinds of feels and responsibilities. Surely her newly prescribed
medication is to blame for the funk in which she finds herself. But as Natalie's plan to self-treat unravels, so does the
perfect façade she's been painting for everyone else.
HC| 5¼ x 8| 384 pages| Ages: 14+| Grades: 9+| 10/11/22
UK/Aus, Translation, Audio, Dramatic: Peachtree Publishers
All rights available

BOYS I KNOW
Anna Gracia
A high school senior navigates messy boys and messier relationships in this bitingly funny and much-needed look
into the overlap of Asian American identity and teen sexuality.
June Chu is the "just good enough" girl. Good enough to line the shelves with a slew of third-place trophies and steal
secret kisses from her AP Bio partner, Rhys. But not good enough to meet literally any of her Taiwanese mother's
unrelenting expectations or to get Rhys to commit to anything beyond a well-timed joke.
While June's mother insists she follow in her (perfect) sister's footsteps and get a (full-ride) violin scholarship to
Northwestern (to study pre-med), June doesn't see the point in trying too hard if she's destined to fall short anyway.
Instead, she focuses her efforts on making her relationship with Rhys "official." But after her methodically-planned,
tipsily-executed scheme explodes on the level of a nuclear disaster, she flings herself into a new relationship with a
guy who's not allergic to the word "girlfriend."
But as the line between sex and love blurs, and pressure to map out her entire future threatens to burst, June will have
to decide on whose terms she's going to live her life - even if it means fraying her relationship with her mother beyond
repair.
HC| 5¼ x 8| 452 pages| Ages: 14+| Grades: 9+| 07/05/22
UK/Aus, Translation, Audio: Peachtree Publishers| Dramatic: Donald Maass Literary Agency
All rights available
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THE GHOSTS OF ROSE HILL
R. M. Romero
A modern folktale for fans of The Bear and the Nightingale and The Hazel Wood about embracing your power,
facing your monsters, and loving deeply enough to transcend a century.
Sent to stay with her aunt in Prague and witness the humble life of an artist, Ilana Lopez — a biracial Jewish girl —
finds herself torn between her dream of becoming a violinist and her immigrant parents' desire for her to pursue a
more stable career.
When she discovers a forgotten Jewish cemetery behind her aunt's cottage, she meets the ghost of a kindhearted boy
named Benjamin, who died over a century ago. As Ilana restores Benjamin's grave, he introduces her to the enchanted
side of Prague, where ghosts walk the streets and their kisses have warmth.
But Benjamin isn't the only one interested in Ilana. Rudolph Wassermann, a man with no shadow, has become
fascinated with her and the music she plays. He offers to share his magic, so Ilana can be with Benjamin and pursue
her passion for violin. But after Ilana discovers the truth about Wassermann and how Benjamin became bound to the
city, she resolves to save the boy she loves, even if success means losing him — forever.
HC| 5¼ x 8| 452 pages| Ages: 14+| Grade: 9+| 05/03/22
UK/Aus, Translation, Audio: Peachtree Publishers| Dramatic: Deborah Harris Agency
All rights available

HELL FOLLOWED WITH US
Andrew Joseph White
A furious debut novel from Andrew Joseph White about embracing the monster within and unleashing its power
against your oppressors. Perfect for fans of Gideon the Ninth and Annihilation.
Sixteen-year-old trans boy Benji is on the run from the cult that raised him — the fundamentalist sect that unleashed
Armageddon and decimated the world's population. Desperately, he searches for a place where the cult can't get their
hands on him, or more importantly, on the bioweapon they infected him with.
But when cornered by monsters born from the destruction, Benji is rescued by a group of teens from the local Acheson
LGBTQ+ Center, affectionately known as the ALC. The ALC's leader, Nick, is gorgeous, autistic, a deadly shot, and he
knows Benji's darkest secret: the cult's bioweapon is mutating him into a monster deadly enough to wipe humanity
from the earth once and for all.
Still, Nick offers Benji shelter among his ragtag group of queer teens, as long as Benji can control the monster and use
its power to defend the ALC. Eager to belong, Benji accepts Nick's terms…until he discovers the ALC's mysterious
leader has a hidden agenda, and more than a few secrets of his own.
HC| 5¼ x 8| 416pages| Ages: 14+| Grade: 9+| 06/07/22
UK/Aus, Translation, Audio: Peachtree Publishers| Dramatic: Jennifer De Chiara Literary Agency
All rights available

THE VERMILION EMPORIUM
Jamie Pacton
The heart-wrenching story of The Radium Girls meets the enchanting world of Howl's Moving Castle, when two
misfits discover the deadly secret to making starlight lace inside of a magical curiosity shop.
It was a day for finding things… On the morning Twain, a lonely boy with a knack for danger, discovers a strand of
starlight on the cliffs outside of Severon, a mysterious curiosity shop appears in town. Meanwhile, Quinta, the
ordinary daughter of an extraordinary circus performer, chases rumors of the shop, The Vermilion Emporium,
desperate for a way to live up to her mother's magical legacy.
When Quinta meets Twain outside of the Emporium, two things happen: One, Quinta is sure she's infatuated with this
starlight boy, who uses his charm to hide his scars. Two, they enter store and discover a book that teaches them how to
turn the starlight thread into lace.
The lace catches the eye of a wealthy patron, who would pay handsomely for a dress woven from the material. But to
accept the commission, Quinta and Twain would need more thread, and the secret to starlight's origins is said to have
disappeared over a century ago. While searching the Emporium for answers, Quinta and Twain learn that the secret
may actually have been destroyed. And likely, for good reason.
HC| 5¼ x 8| 384 pages| Ages: 14+| Grades: 9+| 11/01/22
UK/Aus, Translation, Audio, Dramatic: Peachtree Publishers
All rights available
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PEACHTREE
SUB-AGENTS
DRAMATIC

ARABIC
Juliana Farias Literary Agency
Juliana Farias – juliana@julianafariasagency.com

The Gotham Group:
Becca Rodriguez – rebecca@gotham-group.com

CHINESE (China)

CHINESE (Taiwan)

Bardon-Chinese Media Agency
Electra Chang – electra@bardonchinese.com

Bardon-Chinese Media Agency
Cynthia Chang – cynthia@bardonchinese.com

CZECH / SLOVAK

DUTCH

Kristin Olson Literary Agency s.r.o.
Tereza Dubová Krobotová – tereza.krobotova@litag.cz

International Litferatuur Bureau B.V. (ILB)
Linda Kohn – lkohn@planet.nl

FRENCH

GERMAN

Michelle Lapautre Agency
Catherine Lapautre – catherine@lapautre.com

Literarische Agentur Silke Weniger
Alexandra Legath – legath@litag.de

GREEK

HEBREW

JLM Literary Agency
Tatiana Moukakou – jlm@jlm.gr

Book Publishers Association of Israel
Mickey Chesla – rights@tbpai.co.il

ITALIAN

POLISH

Berla & Griffini Rights Agency
Vanessa Maus – maus@bgagency.it

Graal. Ltd.
Paulina Machnik – paulina.machnik@graal.com.pl

ROMANIAN

RUSSIAN

Simona Kessler International Copyright Agency
Roxana Sahanagiu – roxana@kessler-agency.ro

Andrew Nurnberg Literary Agency
Olga Lutova – olga@lit-agency.ru

SCANDINAVIA

SPANISH & PORTUGUESE

Ia Atterholm Agency
Ia Atterholm – ia.atterholm@telia.com

ACER
Elizabeth Atkins – eatkins@acerliteraria.com

THAI / VIETNAMESE / MALAY

TURKISH

Tuttle-Mori Agency Co., Ltd.
Pimolporn Yutisri – pimolporn@tuttlemori.co.th

Akcali
Begüm Ayfer – begum@akcalicopyright.com

UK / AUS & OTHER EUROPEAN LANGUANGES
Petula Chaplin Agency
Petula Chaplin – petulachaplin@aol.com

JAPANESE
We work non-exclusively with several Japanese sub-agents, including:
Japan Uni: Maiko Fujinaga – maiko.fujinaga@japanuni.co.jp / Takeshi Oyama – takeshi.oyama@japanuni.co.jp
Motovun: Mari Koga – kogamtv4@gmail.com / Akiko Mieda – miedamtv5@gmail.com
Tuttle-Mori Agency: Solan Natsume – solan@tuttlemori.com

KOREAN
We work non-exclusively with several Korean sub-agents, including:
Agency PK: Pauline Kim – paulinekim@pkagency.com
Agency Sosa: Seyoung Chon – seyoung_chon@hotmail.com
EntersKorea: Ian Im – entersto@ekagency.co.kr
Eric Yang Agency: Jully Lee – eya-child@eyagency.com
Shin Won Agency: Jihyun Hwang – children@swla.co.kr
POP Agency: Kenny Kim - kenny@popagencykr.com

ALL OTHER LANGUAGES & RIGHTS
Peachtree Publishers: Farah Géhy – gehy@peachtree-online.com
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